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Abstract. This paper describes a within-subjects experiment in which
we compare the relative effectiveness of five sociogram drawing conven-
tions in communicating underlying network substance, based on user
task performance and usability preference, in order to examine effects of
different spatial layout formats on human sociogram perception. We also
explore the impact of edge crossings, a widely accepted readability aes-
thetic. Subjective data were gathered based on the methodology of Pur-
chase et al. [14]. Objective data were collected through an online system.

We found that both edge crossings and conventions pose significant
affects on user preference and task performance of finding groups, but
either has little impact on the perception of actor status. On the other
hand, the node positioning and angular resolution might be more im-
portant in perceiving actor status. In visualizing social networks, it is
important to note that the techniques that are highly preferred by users
do not necessarily lead to best task performance.

1 Introduction

Social networks can be modeled as graphs, and visualized as node-edge diagrams
where nodes represent actors, and edges represent relationships between them.
With advances in display media, the use of node-edge diagrams or sociograms
(see Figure 1 for an example) has been increasingly important and popular in
social network analysis. Sociograms serve as simple visual illustrations in helping
people to explore and understand network structure, and to communicate specific
information about network characteristics to others.

One of the major concerns in network visualization is effectiveness. There
are two issues involved here: one is readability. Readability can be affected by
not only intrinsic network characteristics [6], but also layout. In particular, edge
crossings has long been widely accepted a major aesthetic [13, 4]. Purchase [16],
in her pioneering work of a user study which compared the relative effects of five
aesthetic criteria (bends, crosses, angels, orthogonality and symmetry) on ab-
stract graphs, also concluded that edge crossings has greatest impact on human
graph understanding. Subsequently the aesthetic of edge crossings was validated
on UML diagrams [14]. The remark of Purchase et al. [14] that there is no guar-
antee that results of domain-independent experiments could automatically apply
to domain-specific diagrams motivates this paper. We are not aware of any pre-
vious user studies in examining edge crossings impact on the perception of social
networks when domain-specific tasks are performed.
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Fig. 1. Advice network formed by an auditing team. Courtesy of Krackhardt [9].
Ellipses represent managers; diamonds represent staff auditors and boxes represent
secretaries. A line from Donna to Nancy indicates that Donna seeks advice from Nancy.

The other is communication. Good readability does not necessarily lead to
effective underlying semantics communication. When a social network is mapped
to a sociogram, what matters is relationship patterns, not the physical position-
ing of nodes [17]. However, previous studies [10, 11] revealed that the spatial
layout of nodes in a sociogram does affect viewers in perceiving social network
characteristics. Therefore there is practical need for investigating the actual com-
munication effectiveness of a particular visualization method. Surprisingly, al-
though considerable amount of fancy techniques have been proposed in litera-
ture, very little empirical evidence is available to support their effectiveness in
communicating network structure to humans [12].

To address the above questions, we conducted a user study. In this study,
we compared the communication effectiveness of five sociogram drawing con-
ventions, and investigated the impact of edge crossings under each convention,
based on user preference and task performance. Subjective data were gathered
based on the methodology of Purchase et al. [14]. Objective data were collected
through an online system.

1.1 Sociogram Constructing Conventions

Many visualization techniques are aimed to highlight one or two aspects of the
network structure, and confirm to some aesthetics to improve the readability. Of
our particular interest are the following five conventions.

1. Circular layout: all nodes are placed on a circle [17].
2. Hierarchical layout: nodes are arranged by mapping actors’ status scores to

the nodes’ vertical coordinates [2].
3. Radial Layout: all nodes are laid on circumference of circles in a way that

their distances from the center exactly reflect their centrality levels [3].
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4. Group layout: nodes are separated into different groups with nodes in the
same group close to one another. See [5] for a review.

5. Free layout: nodes are arranged without any particular purpose.

For more details about drawing conventions and background, see [7].

2 Experiment

2.1 Subjects

Twenty-three subjects were recruited from a student population in computer
science on a completely voluntary basis. All the subjects were postgraduates
and computer literate. All had node-edge diagram experience such as UML or
ER, associated with their study units; six of them were graph drawing research
students. All had neither academic nor working experience related to social net-
works. They were reimbursed $20 each for their time upon the completion of
their tasks.

2.2 Design

Networks. For this experiment, two networks are used. One is Krackhardt’s
advice network [9]. The network is modeled as a directed graph with 14 nodes
and 23 edges as shown in Figure 1. The network has three groups in a sense that
we discuss later in this section.

The Katz status scores [8] of the actors are shown in Table 1. In this study,
Katz status score was used as the index of importance. We expected subjects to
perceive the importance in accordance with, and we measured their perceptions
against the actors’ Katz status scores.

The second one is a fictionalized network which was produced from the first
one by eliminating all the directions. This gives an undirected graph with 14
nodes and 23 edges, which we call a collaboration network. A line between A and
B means that A and B collaborate with each other.

Sociograms. We used a total of 12 drawings: 1) for each of the five conventions,
two drawings of the advice network - one with minimum crossings and one
with many crossings (see Figure 2); 2) for the collaboration network, a free
convention drawing with minimum crossings and a free convention drawing with
many crossings.

Table 1. Actors’ Katz status scores

Nancy 1.00 Fred 0.02
Donna 0.66 Sharon 0.02
Manuel 0.57 Harold 0.00
Stuart 0.19 Wynn 0.00
Charles 0.17 Susan 0.00
Kathy 0.08 Bob 0.00
Tanya 0.08 Carol 0.00
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Fig. 2. Sociograms for the advice network used in the study
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All nodes were labeled with different names; in every drawing, each node
was mapped to a new name. By providing a context and background for each
network, and names for actors, subjects were expected to perform tasks from
the real world social network perspective [10]. However, subjects were not made
aware that the drawings had the same graph structure.

Tasks. For this experiment, we considered two common social network measures
which are frequently highlighted in sociograms: one is importance or status of
actors; the other is the presence of social groups, in which the connections among
actors are relatively dense. The whole session included 3 main tasks:

1. Online tasks
(a) find 3 most important actors and rate them according to their impor-

tance levels; and
(b) determine how many groups are in the network, and separate the 4 high-

lighted actors according to their group membership, given the condition
that one actor should not belong to more than one group, and one group
should not include only one actor. In formal tests, the same 4 nodes
(actors) across all drawings were highlighted in red rectangles.

2. Subjective rating tasks
(a) Usability acceptance rating: with one page showing all 6 many-crossing

drawings, and the other page showing all 6 minimum-crossing drawings,
subjects were required to rate their usability based on a scale from -3
(completely unacceptable) to +3 (completely acceptable) for importance
tasks and group tasks, respectively.

(b) Crossing preference rating: each many-crossing (A) and minimum-
crossing (B) pair was shown one by one, 6 pairs in total. Subjects needed
to indicate their preferences for importance tasks and group tasks, re-
spectively, based on a scale from -2 (strongly A) to +2 (strongly B),
where, for example, “Strongly A”means A is strongly preferred over B.

(c) Overall usability ranking: with all 10 advice network drawings being
shown in one page, subjects needed to choose 3 drawings that they least
preferred and 3 drawings that they most preferred for their overall us-
ability, using a scale from -3 to -1 and from 1 to 3, respectively.

3. Questionnaires: there were 2 questionnaires with each having a different fo-
cus, and to be presented to subjects before and after they were debriefed
about edge crossings and drawing conventions, respectively. The first
questionnaire asked subjects information about their study background, ex-
perience with node-edge diagrams and social networks, how they interpret
sociograms, and any network structure and sociogram features that they
think may influence their graph perceptions. The second questionnaire asked
about their thoughts about conventions and edge crossings.

For the above rating tasks, subjects were also required to write down a short
explanation for each answer.

Online System. Sociograms were displayed by a custom-built online experi-
mental system. The system was designed so that:
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– A question is shown first, a button on the screen is pressed, then the cor-
responding drawing is shown; after writing down the answer on the answer
sheet provided, the button is pressed and the next question is shown, and
so on.

– Each subject’s response time for each drawing is logged. This starts once a
drawing is completely displayed and ends once the button is pressed.

The study employed a within-subjects design. For online tasks, 10 of the 12
drawings were randomly chosen and shown to comply with the time schedule
and to reduce fatigue. The order of group and importance questions for each
drawing was also random. Subjects were told they could have breaks during
the question viewing periods if they wished. There was no time limit on task
completion, although they were recommended to answer each question in one
minute. During the preparation time, subjects were instructed to answer each
question in the context of the underlying network and as quickly as possible
without compromising accuracy.

2.3 Procedure

A pilot study had been conducted with another four subjects who did not have
any social network background to check our methodology. They showed that they
quickly understood the questions and felt comfortable with the experiment. They
related the visual network representations with their daily social experiences
when performing tasks.

The formal tests took place in a computer laboratory, in which all PCs had
the same specifications. Before starting the experiment, subjects were asked to
read the information sheet, sign the consent form, read through and understand
the tutorial material, ask questions and practice with the online system. The
drawings used for practice were quite different from the ones used in formal
tests, since the practice was only for familiarization with the procedure and
system, not for them to get experienced with sociogram reading.

Once ready to start, subjects indicated to the experimenter, and started run-
ning the online system performing tasks formally. After the online reading tasks
followed by a short break which was to refresh subjects’ memory, they proceeded
with the rating tasks, and the first questionnaire. Then, after being given a de-
briefing document explaining the nature of the study, edge crossings and drawing
conventions, subjects were asked to do the rating tasks (a) and (b) again, and
finally finished with the second questionnaire. Subjects were also encouraged to
verbalize any thoughts and feelings about the experiment. The whole session
took about 60 minutes.

3 Results

The data of three subjects were discarded due to the failure of following in-
structions. Since the collaboration network sociograms did not create distinct
difference with their counterparts, these data have been omitted in our analysis.
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For simplicity, we use C, R, G, H, and F to represent circular, radial, group,
hierarchical and free drawing conventions, respectively, and use P for minimum-
crossing drawing, and C for many-crossing drawing. Therefore CP denotes cir-
cular minimum-crossing drawing; CC denotes circular many-crossing drawing,
and so on.

3.1 User Preference Data

Usability Acceptance. Subjects’ usability rating scale data are illustrated
in Figures 3-4 and analyzed using ANOVA (with Fisher’s PLSD, for pairwise
comparisons).

Fig. 3. Mean importance usability scores Fig. 4. Mean group usability scores

Table 2. Pre- and post-debriefing scores (only data with significant changes are shown)

Importance HP HC RP RC Group RP CC FC HC
Pre 2.21 1.75 1.29 0.42 Pre 1.96 -1.83 -1.13 -0.67
Post 2.75 2.29 1.87 1.63 Post 1.50 -1.43 -0.54 -0.08
P Value 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.00 P Value 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02

For importance tasks, the minimum-crossing drawing was generally rated
higher than the many-crossing one for each convention. There was a signifi-
cant crossings effect between all minimum-crossing and all many-crossing draw-
ings (p=0.00). Also there was a significant convention effect among all drawings
(p=0.00). The pairwise comparisons revealed that the user acceptance for CP
was significantly different for GP, HP and FP, respectively; the user acceptance
for RP was significantly different for CP and HP, respectively. Furthermore,
paired t tests showed that after debriefing, the drawings of both hierarchical and
radial conventions were rated significantly higher (see Table 2). In particular,
the mean scores of the hierarchical convention pair were higher than all others,
showing that the positioning of nodes was perceived more important than edge
crossings for importance tasks.

For group tasks, GC and GP were rated much higher than others; in fact the
others were perceived as having little usefulness. Analysis found a significant
crossings affect for each pair of drawings for all conventions (p=0.00) except
group convention. Also, conventions produced a significant difference among all
drawings (p=0.00). Pairwise comparisons showed that all pairs were significantly
different except between HP and FP. In subjects’ post-debriefing ratings, there
was a significant change for RP, CC, FC and HC (see Table 2).
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Fig. 5. Mean importance preference scores Fig. 6. Mean group preference scores

Crossing Preference. As can be seen from Figures 5-6, generally, subjects pre-
ferred the minimum-crossing drawing more for each convention. The 1-sample t
tests against the hypothesized mean (=0) revealed that for all conventions except
group convention, subjects’ preference for the minimum-crossing drawings over
the corresponding many-crossing drawings was statistically significant (p<0.01).

The paired t tests revealed that there were no significant changes between the
pre- and post-debriefing ratings, although the post-debriefing preferences were
generally weaker than pre-debriefing preferences for both importance and group
tasks.

Overall Usability Ranking. Subjects’ ranking values for each drawing were
summed as a weighted value, and weighted values for all drawings are shown
in Figure 7. It can be seen that generally, the many-crossing drawings were
less preferred except GC, which was ranked the highest for its overall usability,
followed by GP, then HP. Both CC and FC had the lowest weighted value,
indicating that they were considered having little overall practical utility.

Fig. 7. Overall usability values Fig. 8. Distributions of reported group
number

3.2 User Performance Data

Response Time. Subjects’ response time data are illustrated in Figures 9-10
and analyzed using the non-parametric method of Kruskal-Wallis.

For importance tasks, subjects spent shorter time with the minimum-crossing
drawing than the many-crossing drawing for each convention in general. Among
all minimum-crossing drawings, the shortest time was spent with GP, followed
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Fig. 9. Median time (sec.) for importance Fig. 10. Median time (sec.) for group

by CP, HP, RP, and finally FP. However, statistical tests revealed that these
differences of response time were not statistically significant in terms of the
effect of either edge crossings or drawing conventions.

For group tasks, following a similar pattern, again shorter time was spent with
the minimum-crossing drawing than the many-crossing one for each convention.
Among all minimum-crossing drawings, the shortest time was spent with GP,
followed by RP, CP, HP, and finally FP. Analysis showed that there was a signif-
icant crossings effect between the minimum-crossing and many-crossing pair of
circular convention (p=0.012), and between all minimum-crossing and all many-
crossing drawings (p=0.021), and a significant convention difference among all
drawings (p=0.000). Pairwise comparisons showed that subjects spent signifi-
cantly shorter time with GP than all others at the level of 0.01.

Reported Group Number and Member Group Assignment. Figure 8
illustrates the distribution of the reported group number for each drawing. As
can be seen, GP had largest proportion of subjects (82.4%) responded “cor-
rectly”(3 as expected). An analysis of variance of the reported group number for
all drawings showed there was a significant difference at the level of 0.066.

Also, at dyad level, the member group assignment task was to investigate edge
crossings and convention impact on the perception of actors’ co-memberships. As
can be seen from Figure 11, a relatively larger proportion of subjects performed
this task correctly on the minimum-crossing drawing than on the many-crossing
drawing for each convention except free convention. Among all minimum-crossing
drawings, GP yielded the highest correctness rate (76.5%).

Fig. 11. Group assignment correctness(%) Fig. 12. Weighted values for identifying
important actors
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Identifying Most Important Actors. Figure 12 shows the weighted values
for all drawings. The weighted value is to measure a drawing’s overall effective-
ness of conveying information about importance, and calculated in the following
way: First we gave an index of 5 to the most important actor, 2 to the second
and 1 to the third; then the productions of indices and corresponding correctness
percentages were summed as a weighted value for each drawing. It can be clearly
seen that FC had the highest weighted value, followed by CC, RP, and then RC;
GC had the lowest.

4 Qualitative Data and Discussions

The analysis of subjects’ responses to questionnaires and interviews revealed that
subjects had a strong preference of placing nodes on the top or in the center to
highlight importance, and clustering nodes in the same group and separating
groups to highlight groups. They had tendency to believe that nodes in the
center or on the top are more important, and nodes in close proximity belong to
the same group.

There was strong evidence that edge crossings contribute to the significant
difference in user preference, usability acceptance, and group task performance.
Edge crossings not only affect the ease of reading, but also affect the understand-
ing of network structures.

With respect to drawing convention, for importance tasks, hierarchical con-
vention was strongly preferred, while for group tasks, group convention was
strongly preferred. Users achieved the highest response accuracy with group con-
vention for group tasks. However, the highest response accuracy did not come
with hierarchical convention for importance tasks. For overall usability, group
convention was the one for which the usability was rated high and user perfor-
mance was well as well.

Quite surprisingly, subjects were overwhelmingly in favor of hierarchical con-
vention for importance tasks; they spent relatively short time with HP, but
obtained the lowest correctness rate among all minimum-crossing drawings. On
the other hand, FC obtained the highest correctness rate, but relatively long
time was spent with it. We realized that some subjects had complained in ques-
tionnaires and verbally that in some drawings, edges were incident to nodes
too closely to clearly identify arrow directions. Visual inspection revealed that
indeed, free convention drawings had very good angular resolution, while hierar-
chical convention made angular resolution relatively low, where edges had to be
crowded in one side of nodes. In addition, subjects spent longer time with FC,
which might actually allow them to have better chance to understand network
structure better.

In summary, no obvious evidence was found that either edge crossings or
conventions pose significant impact on user importance task performance. Users
generally performed better when they took longer time. We conjecture that
only those tasks which are closely related to edges and involve edge tracing
can be significantly affected, such as finding groupings. On the other hand, for
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communicating information about actor status, the angular resolution and node
positioning in a sociogram might be more important, compared to drawing con-
ventions and reducing the number of edge crossings.

For detailed discussion of user responses, the recommendations for sociogram
design, and some further hypotheses derived about human graph perception,
see [7].

5 Conclusions

This study, together with previous research [10, 11], has demonstrated that how
sensitive the human sociogram perception is to spatial layout, and how important
it is to have visualization techniques evaluated for their actual effectiveness in
communication from human understanding point of view. It should be noted that
visualization techniques, which are highly preferred by users, do not necessarily
always produce best task performance, as demonstrated in this study.

The findings from this study should be interpreted within the limitations of
the given experimental settings. In this study we had only investigated the rel-
ative effectiveness of five “explanatory visualization” [2] conventions and edge
crossings impact under each convention, in communicating actor status and sub-
group information to novice audience. Their usability in assisting professionals
to explore and understand social networks remains untouched and is beyond the
scope of this study. For a comprehensive overview in this field, see [1].

Additional studies are needed to empirically identify and investigate the im-
pact of other possible variables of human sociogram perception in a more con-
trollable manner.
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